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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?

Just another WordPress.com weblog
 

 

Peter Joseph Merola misquoting as usual

Before we go ahead and thrash his inability to check his sources lets look at the arrogance of this man posting
this below:

Hmmmmmmmm…. Is peter implying that the work he is doing for the world is going to make him immortal ?
Are we talking hugely misplaced levels of ego here? Peter Merola will be in the annals of history for his work
on the three conspiracy movies he has done, and will be remembered as what  exactly ? An immortal hero ?

Taken from here: http://zday2010.org/templates/zday2010_splashpage/images/FIRST_PAGE/quote.jpg
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Share this:

Like this: 2 bloggers like this post.

Peter Merola uses the above as his signature, funny though for a guy who checks his sources thoroughly he
doesnt manage to even get the quote in his signature right.

Albert Pine? who is Albert Pine ?

Lets see shall we ?

Sky has come to the rescue and shown it was Albert Pike… see his post below

Thankyou and goodnight

~ by anticultist on May 7, 2010.

Posted in Zeitgeist venus project conspiracies 

Tags: Jacque Fresco, peter joseph, the venus project, the zeitgeist movement, zeitgeist

59 Responses to “Peter Joseph Merola misquoting as usual”

1. Well, I can’t say much here. And thanks for sharing.

I find his current signature interesting as well:
http://thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?
option=com_kunena&Itemid=99999&func=view&catid=60&id=246777&limit=10&limitstart=50
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(Don’t worry, I print screened in case he tries to edit it)

Here it is:

“A human being is a part of the whole…He experiences himself, his thoughts and feelings, as something separate from the rest – a
kind of optical delusion of his consciousness. This delusion is a kind of prison…Our task must be to free ourselves from this prison
– Albert Einstein, 1972″

But lets read the whole quote:
http://www.special-dictionary.com/quotes/authors/a/albert_einstein/96271.htm

“A human being is part of the whole, called by us ‘universe,’ a part limited in time and space. He experiences himself, his thoughts
and feelings, as something separate from the rest — a kind of optical delusion of consciousness. This delusion is a kind of prison
for us, restricting us to our personal desires and to affection for a few persons nearest to us. Our task must be to free ourselves

from this prison by widening our circle of compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of nature in its beauty.”

Why does he takes bits out of the original quotes he picks? It makes you wonder.

And yeah, 1972?

He came back to life with this quote back in 1972? When he passed away in…you guessed it – 1955:

http://news.bbc.co.uk/onthisday/hi/dates/stories/april/18/newsid_3721000/3721783.stm

So do any of these quotes mean anything to Peter Joseph? Seriously? Are these just ways to advertise the movement? Man… It just gets
depressing.

Oh yeah, that original quote is from 1954 – which would make sense:
http://www.stumbleupon.com/stumbler/flyingrose/review/8711852

Oh Boy!

 BranManFloMore said this on May 7, 2010 at 1:00 am | Reply

2. hahaha so lets see he got two of his signatures wrong consecutively.

He got the author wrong on one.
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He misquoted and paraphrased Einstein, as well as got the decade wrong ? !

In light of this one has to ask, Peter how reliable is the rest of your research ?

 anticultist said this on May 7, 2010 at 1:11 am | Reply

Him and his Alberts.

 BranManFloMore said this on May 7, 2010 at 2:07 am | Reply

hahaha

17 years after Alberts death man !

I am still laughing about that

 anticultist said this on May 7, 2010 at 2:55 am

Speaking of Alberts

Its funny what hes done is just open up a random search page for quotes and started at A and gone no farther.

“Yep that’ll do a bit of editing, sounds like something I would say, add a date job done”

And about that Albert Pine thing its not just a case of him mispelling it because its mispelt all over the internet, he just dint check it
at all.

http://thinkexist.com/quotes/albert_pine/

http://www.famous-quotes-and-quotations.com/albert_pine.html

http://www.quotationspage.com/quotes/Albert_Pine/

 anticultist said this on May 7, 2010 at 3:26 am
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3. It was Albert Pike who said it, not Albert Pine or Albert Paine. Albert Pike is the Freemason guy who is most famous for writing the book
“Morals and Dogma”

The real quote:

“What we have done for ourselves alone, dies with us; what we have done for others and the world, remains and is immortal”

From the book: “Ex Corde Locutiones: Words from the Heart Spoken of His Dead Brethren”

http://books.google.co.uk/books?
id=PTpRwZ1yEWwC&pg=PA11&dq=%22What+we+have+done+for+ourselves+alone%22&client=firefox-
a#v=onepage&q=%22What%20we%20have%20done%20for%20ourselves%20alone%22&f=false

http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20091102160830AAJzvwN

 Sky said this on May 7, 2010 at 3:20 am | Reply

ah well there you go I was wrong too hahaha

Thanks sky.

 anticultist said this on May 7, 2010 at 3:27 am | Reply

4. I found another Albert mix up. In the first Zeitgeist movie, one of the quotes at the end starts out “Now, in our culture we’ve been trained for
individual differences to stand out..”. The movie transcript credits it to “Richard Albert” but his name is really Richard Alpert.

http://www.zeitgeistmovie.com/transcript.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Alpert

What is more interesting is in the original interview, Alpert is talking about his experiences taking LSD, but Peter Joseph edited out words like
“psychedelic”, completely changing the meaning so that it sounds like Alpert is talking about life or something.
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“So do any of these quotes mean anything to Peter Joseph? Seriously? Are these just ways to advertise the movement?”

It seems so, we might as well just edit together our own quotes any way we like, just like Peter:

“I …am a …complete …fraud.” -Peter Joseph

 Sky said this on May 7, 2010 at 3:51 am | Reply

“It seems so, we might as well just edit together our own quotes any way we like, just like Peter:

“I …am a …complete …fraud.” -Peter Joseph”

That made my day.

 BranManFloMore said this on May 7, 2010 at 4:31 am | Reply

yes the editing can be verified here:
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Sorry, the Wayback Machine does not have this video archived.

hah talking about LSD and tripping, but hes made it sound like its talking about something else. Thats just plain quote mining and editing
the context.

 anticultist said this on May 8, 2010 at 12:44 pm | Reply

And now I know where he got the whole “there is no they” statement from too, it’s that video above your post (4:15):
http://www.thezeitgeistmovement.ca/forum/everything-else/there-no-they-by-peter-joseph-january-2009-t-127.html

Alpert also mentions Buckminster Fuller (3:05). I can’t help but think that he (Peter Joseph) knew about Buck before discovering
Jacque Fresco.

Thanks for sharing the info Sky.

 BranManFloMore said this on May 8, 2010 at 1:02 pm

5. sheesh 3 Albert mistakes !

Im cracking up laughing here
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If ever he interviews an Albert you just know theres going to be a ton of errors

 anticultist said this on May 7, 2010 at 3:54 am | Reply

What the ALBERT is going on here?

 BranManFloMore said this on May 7, 2010 at 4:17 am | Reply

If another Albert error pops up I think I will fall off my chair and be unable to get back up.

 anticultist said this on May 7, 2010 at 4:29 am

6. Wait now you’re analyzing his signature? WTF?! What’s it going to be next, every word he says? oh wait you’re already doing that…

And I see nothing wrong with Albert Pike quote, I will translate it to you mentally ill idiots here in a simple language, the quotes goes like this:

“what you do for yourself isn’t as great as what you do for the society”.
There you have it. And any normal guest to this blog will see how Paul Jones (anticultist) turns people’s words against them. This is a great

example of that.

Watching Paul writing such nonsense on his blog and laughing at these muppets commenting is pricelles. :D

94.253.137.65

 Croatdude said this on May 7, 2010 at 5:02 pm | Reply

Hey you are one of those freaks who religiously defends your guru, nice work son.

I suppose you didnt notice how shit his research was, did that fact go over your little backwards head ?

But that doesnt matter to you clowns, you’ll swallow any old shit he shovels down your throat

 anticultist said this on May 7, 2010 at 5:46 pm | Reply
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7. p.s. I’ve noticed how you mention PJ’s surname a lot…let me ask you, is his surname important? I think that everyone on this blog or everyone

who will ever visit this blog will know who are you talking about if you just say “Peter Joseph”. Now you may say that he is a leader of a huge

social movement so his name must be known. Well let me ask you this, if you created a movie that was seen by 40 million people and got
threats from people who want to hurt you and your family, would you hide your surname? Would you feel comfortable if some douchebag

called you by your surname on his blog? Eh Paul Jones? If you like to show info about people, so much how about we show info about you?
like this …http://anticultist.wordpress.com

What’s up lil alien loving boy? Not comfortable anymore when it’s your head on the line?

94.253.137.65

 Croatdude said this on May 7, 2010 at 5:09 pm | Reply

Yeah im fine with it keep it coming son, and some douchebag did call me by name on his blog and also has done here namely you little
man :)

Lets see.. how many death threats has peter Joseph Merola had from people reading this blog about him ?
probably zero, and probably wont ever get any because of it either.

How many did he have because of his anti religious bigotry, and his allowance of it on his forum ?

Probably loads, and to be fair he brought it all on himself, I didnt make him become a douchebag to world religions he did that perfectly
all on his own.

Likewise your conclusions about alien loving are fucking outstandingly funny, even I am laughing at how retarded a claim it is. But yeah
keep those classic claims coming you just make yourself look like an idiot, and make your movement look even more fucking foolish.

I think its really funny that little old me can have such a huge impact on your so called powerful movement, to me you just look like a

bunch of weak ass internet punks.

 anticultist said this on May 7, 2010 at 5:59 pm | Reply

8. Peter Merola is qoute/text mining glad we debunked his ass! Conspiracy Science Team FTW!

 Billll said this on May 8, 2010 at 10:53 pm | Reply
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9. Here is a bit of my own misquoting:

http://img405.imageshack.us/img405/6007/zeitgeistbannercopy.jpg

 anticultist said this on May 9, 2010 at 3:30 am | Reply

I hope RBEF has a good laugh while that’s in signature there.

Oh wait…

So far so good:

http://www.rbefoundation.com/grouptopic.php?f=389&t=2196

Oh yeah.

 BranManFloMore said this on May 9, 2010 at 4:03 am | Reply

10. In that video with Alpert did have a lot of meaning to the movement however it doesnt do the three muppets any favours once it deals about

LSD.Ah yes lets solve all the worlds problems with take a few rounds of LSD and live in the magical land of Frescos model.Seriously that
quote was not a good marketing gimmick as it doesnt deviate them from the space hippy cult image.

 Shane Nolan said this on May 9, 2010 at 7:51 pm | Reply

11. In fact it enforces they are a watered down replica of the hippy movement of the 60′s. They may as well be quoting Ken Kesey, Albert

Hoffman and Timothy Leary as viable persons that represent them.

 anticultist said this on May 9, 2010 at 8:13 pm | Reply

12. Ok, so he edits his signature for length and accidentally copied the wrong date, woop-de-fucking-do. A misplaced level of ego? What the fuck
are you talking about, PJ has said that we doesn’t wish to be the head of TZM and wishes people would think for themselves instead of

following him numerous times. You see, typically what happens when you create a virtual utopia is that people will know who you are, what a

fucking surprise. Everyone is looking to make their imprint on history to some degree. Of course, if you actually thought for a second, you
would realize that the quote is a comparison between selfishness and selflessness, not a declaration of wanting to make it into a history book.
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And you apparently don’t see the hypocritical stupidity in attempting to shit all over PJ for getting a date wrong as a result of “no research” and
then typing “who’s Albert Pine?” obviously not knowing because you did no research. The quote appears as a quote by both Albert Pine and

Albert Pike: http://www.quotationspage.com/quote/4375.html

Are you really this desperate to shit on everything Peter does?

 Gavin said this on May 13, 2010 at 8:52 pm | Reply

I already knew it was a wrong quote Gavin you fucking dipshit thats why I made the post.

And I knew his einstein post was wrong, again why I made the post.

Peter is a grade A pseudo intellect Gavin, whether you want to believe it or not his research methods are crap. He has proven time and
again that he gets things wrong and makes shit up to fit his agenda and refuses to withdraw and corect his imistakes. His small group of

admin are just as bad, and yeah I couldnt give a shit about your silly little movement because its saving noone. In fact its doesnt even have

the ability to save itself, so since you’re here allow me to tell you a few things.

1: I could not give a fuck about your precious movement.

2: I have no respect for Peter as an academic [perhaps a little bit as a human being, when he acts like one]
3: You are just as much a fuck up for believing his shit

4: You are posting on here talking at me as if you think you know who I am and what I know

5: I know as much as any of your groups admin about your movement
6: Your emotional protectionism of your movement means nothing to me

I also love the way you interpret the quote your own way and say this is what it means, as if there is only one way to interpret anything.
Funny because if that was the case you would not be disagreeing with me.

So in short Gavin suck a tail pipe.

 anticultist said this on May 14, 2010 at 6:16 am | Reply

Desperate? No.

He could have picked a shorter quote from someone else if the signature space was the issue or have done a graphic signature to add in
the whole quote. Either way, it’s not a good look period. For someone that comes off as a leader, director, whatever title he wants to
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give himself – it’s still embarrassing regardless. He may have declared himself not a leader, but when the 3rd film comes out – they will
look at him as such and starstrucked – I assure you. There’s no excuse for those slip ups in his signature. At all. It was a clear paste and

copy job, you can try to define the quote for him all you want, but you’re just wasting your time. And if he’s getting quotes wrong on this
level, one can only question his research in both films. All I see here is critical thinking and alternative views. You can throw your

profanity around all you want, but it doesn’t help your case. All I see is a bruised ego.

 BranManFloMore said this on May 14, 2010 at 6:26 am | Reply

“The quote appears as a quote by both Albert Pine and Albert Pike”

There is no Albert Pine, if you search his name, the only thing that comes up is that one quote with no source. Someone just
spelled Albert Pikes name wrong when quoting him once, and a bunch of other websites copied the mistake. Those “quotation

page” type websites are garbage, the quotes are wrong or just made up half the time. I think that people who surf those site
looking for quotes to use are moronic. Is Albert Pine some great philosopher whose writing has meaning to Peter? No, he has

never read a Albert Pine book because Pine doesn’t exist and Peter just spent five minutes looking for a quote that would make
him look really cool having it in his post, just like editing Richard Alpert to make him say whatever he wants. Might as well just

take a shit on the grave of the real person who wrote the quote.

 Sky said this on May 14, 2010 at 8:22 pm

13. I noticed Peter Joseph took off the year from his Albert Einstein quote, he must be paying attention to us:

http://thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?
option=com_kunena&Itemid=99999&func=view&catid=3&id=262763&limit=10&limitstart=10#263484

 BranManFloMore said this on June 5, 2010 at 3:17 am | Reply

14. Man, you all sure do seem to hang on Peter Joseph and his movie a lot to think he is sorry as you try to make him out to be. Do you fear him?

Are you jealous? Why do you seem to hang on him like a 9 year old with a crush? What he says connot be disproven about religion. That’s
why christians try to bash him so much. Maybe christians just need to go ahead and admit the fact that their religion is just baloney. But we can

all read into that by the bashing and hating you try to do on Peter. If it was all just nonsense, his name wouldn’t need to be mentioned, now
would it?
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 Jason W said this on June 14, 2010 at 4:53 pm | Reply

While you may want to associate childishness with our methods and actions you are free to do so, but you are clearly way off the mark.

Peter fucks all his research up, uses other peoples work for his movies, then states the rrors in it are intentional and to promote critical

thinking. He said this recently on his own forum.

Now he is hiring people to fix his poor research for his zeitgeist movie 1 update. So you say we are wrong, yet he himself is absolutely
wrong and has been debunked thoroughly on various websites. This includes a lot of the religion part Acharya S has been debunked, his

911 material has completely debunked, and his ideas about the financial system IE money mechanics has been disputed if not debunked.

So when it comes to him misquoting people, getting dates wrong, saying Albert Einstein said this when he was dead, Albert Pine said this

when he does not even exist…who is the dipshit [rhetorical question]

Of course the answer is him.

 anticultist said this on June 14, 2010 at 6:06 pm | Reply

15. There have been thousands of movies, documentaries, audios, videos, comments, and whatever else over the past 2 thousand years over the

same things. Mainly the religion part. What makes Peter so different? Why does he have to have everything right and not make any mistakes? It

wasn’t released in the theaters. His veiws, as is everyone elses on religion, is taken from other people’s views, because these views have been
around for centuries. Yet somehow he is different. Christians fear his truth. And the rest of you who are not christians, but still adamantly put

him down, look ridiculous. He has the freedom to say what he wants. You people that have been indoctrinized your whole life think that no
conspiracy theory ever exists. Everything is exactly as we’ve been brainwashed to think it is right? The government tells us the whole truth and

nothing but the truth. And christianity and the bible were not truly made for mind control of the masses. You’re anthropomorphic god does not

exist.

 Jason W said this on June 14, 2010 at 5:17 pm | Reply

Because he is starting a global movement to effect peoples lives based on flawed research, faulty statements, incorrect facts and lies. He

will always and should always be scrutinised for that alone.

His freedom of speech is not contested, his speech is contested, try and understand the difference if you can manage.
Everyone has been indioctrinated, but some of us who know do not need a ton of BS conspiracy theories to prove it as shock factors. A
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simple study of psychology and sociology will reveal this to even the dumbest of people. Shit even morons who watch television all day

deep down know they are being sold and indoctrinated whether you want to believe it or not.

And why are you asking those stupid questions, we do not even believe Peter Merola, what in the world makes you think we believe the

government too ?

 anticultist said this on June 14, 2010 at 6:12 pm | Reply

16. I just don’t see the sense in getting all riled up over this. The TZM, or whatever it is, is hype for the moment. Nothing will come of it. In 6
months, nobody will even remember it. I just think too much hype is behind something that has been said many times. Do you really think this

movement is going to make any kind of difference? And if it does, would that necessarily be bad? I know he has a lot of theories, but so do a

lot of people. They may not be right, be they’re not exactly flat out lies. And if they are, so what. People will believe what they want anyway.
They’re will be many more movies after this one. And I don’t think this movement is going to change anything anyway. It just seems pointless.

 Jason W. said this on June 15, 2010 at 2:36 am | Reply

You know what Jason i agree with you on a lot of what you said, but I have to correct you on one thing.

We are not getting riled up, we are just addressing the problems we have personally and 2′nd hand encountered, as well as redressing
wrongs and pointing out flaws.

I know it can easily percieved as us being the bad guys because we are presenting a negative and counter claim but I promise you, the

people involved in this are not hateful people. We are just folks being folks you know ?

 anticultist said this on June 15, 2010 at 2:40 am | Reply

Just some folks indeed.

 BranManFloMore said this on June 15, 2010 at 7:10 am

17. I hear ya anticultis. I understand. Maybe I would understand more, but I haven’t even looked into the movement thing. Wasn’t that interested. I
liked the movie, especially the religion part. But thought the movement part to be a joke. Are your negative views more leaning towards the

religion part, or the government conspiracy part? Or both? I don’t put much into the govt part other than the fact that we’ll never know how
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much we’re being duped. I liked the way the religion part was put together. Even though a lot of his suggestions may not be exactly right, they
are plausible. I enjoyed his views.

 Jason W. said this on June 15, 2010 at 3:17 am | Reply

tbh I think most the movie is made up, there are some good points made in it and some oif its underlying motivations are fine. I am not

into the whole blame the government thing or be paranoid for your life theyre out to get you crap.

This blogs more about our concerns with the movement and its members as well as problems with the venus project. The movie has been
fuly covered everywhere else.

 anticultist said this on June 15, 2010 at 12:45 pm | Reply

18. this whole effor by you and your commrades makes me sad. Let’s support those that are trying to “solve” problems instead of creating more.

Relax.

 mario said this on June 16, 2010 at 6:45 am | Reply

We are here to present a case that is needed, relaxing is always happening mario.

 anticultist said this on June 16, 2010 at 12:06 pm | Reply

19. MC Sleuth,

Then condense this information, take out the emotion and qualify your reasoning(aside from the misquotes and $2 entrance hustles in the 80′s).

Or…? grab a brew and relax while we get busy. I am 36, i have a degree own my own companies and i am not an idealistic college kid. I do

believe in trying something new if something old is broken. I also have NO FEAR. I believe we should all actualize change each and every way
possible FAST. Or..? grab a brew and sit it on down. This blog is not “acualizing” anything. It is a big long winded complaint statement that
looks as though it were finished some time around 4am. Relax. Get some sleep.

Seriously is considering an alternative to impending disaster that bad? I wouldn’t give a shit who came up on a few bucks as long as the wider
message gets spread. We need to fix our own problems.
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 mario said this on June 16, 2010 at 4:34 pm | Reply

I have a degree and further post graduate qualifications and education, I own my own business and work for various other companies
too.

Telling me to relax and get some sleep hardly counters any of the claims made in it, in fact it only makes you look like a pompous twit
attempting to step above the claims and make out like they are fantasy.
If you had any reasonable counter evidence you would present it and have no need to drop your silly quips on the blog.

And what impending disasters are you talking about? If you are talking economic collapse you’re acting on armageddonist conspiracy

theory rather than any actual economic facts and data. Do you think that the system will just cease to exist and money will dissapear in
one day because of a collapse?

And if you think making an old fart and his girlfriend rich because they talk anecdotes and make people feel all warm and fuzzy about the

future is a relevant cause go at it. Personally I prefer real life causes and real life people who deal with problems and solutions in the now
that are based in facts and scientific evidences. These are the people who are doing the real changes, Jacque Fresco, Peter Merola have
achieved nothing but talk and acruing a membership who spout their rhetoric. There are no scientific studies of their own, there are no
actions they have done to save any lives, feed any people, house and clothe anyone, they are just making movies and lectures and being

paid for it. Great call me when you do something of substance.

 anticultist said this on June 16, 2010 at 4:43 pm | Reply

20. “Seriously is considering an alternative to impending disaster that bad?”

No, but thats not what TVP is, it is merely and only one more of the false mindfuck dead ends that lead back into impending disaster. And in
fact, Jaques has said no RBE until after collapse.

TVP/ TZM is not a way to avert disaster, it is merely only one more obstacle I have to get around to avert disaster.

“I wouldn’t give a shit who came up on a few bucks as long as the wider message gets spread. We need to fix our own
problems.”

Thats a fine idea, and thats why you should click on my name and get busy.

 prometheuspan said this on June 16, 2010 at 10:23 pm | Reply
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21. “And what impending disasters are you talking about? If you are talking economic collapse you’re acting on armageddonist
conspiracy theory rather than any actual economic facts and data.”

Untrue, nobody seems to have introduced you to the hockey stick shaped bell curve. For any of twenty reasons this civilization must fail. Peak
oil was reached in 2004-2005. If we don’t transition over to a new energy economy our civilization must fail.

More importantly- both global warming and acidification of the oceans will self destruct our ecology if we don’t stop polluting.

there are 20 different doomsday clocks ticking, all of them can be proven via science fact.

The problem with TVM is that it is only perpetuating and complicating the problems- it isn’t doing anything about the problems or anything real
to make a new world.

Its an obstacle to real change not a participant or driver of it.

Do you think that the system will just cease to exist and money will dissapear in one day because of a collapse?

 prometheuspan said this on June 16, 2010 at 10:27 pm | Reply

I have heard of bell curves and hockey sticks, but it does not mean were all going to die tomorrow or next week, or in 2012. You do

realise that species have been surviving through weather changes for aeons ?

Humanity as it is has been around for about 100,000 years or so at least when it formulated some form of higher reasoning.

Two words for you, ice ages…we survived them because we are resourceful.

I personally dont think that the species is completely buggered and will survive in small resourceful pockets if such things were thrown at
us by nature.

But an economic collapse is simply just another problem of sociological issues we will have to overcome should it arise. I dont consider it

to be on the cards with economic resistance and management in place from the people who run things and want to keep the system in
continuation.

And anyway if Earth decides to shake us off and wipe us out, would it be such a bad thing for the planet ? Earth would still turn and it
would heal pretty damn quick without us on it.
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 anticultist said this on June 16, 2010 at 11:02 pm | Reply

22. “this whole effor by you and your commrades makes me sad. Let’s support those that are trying to “solve” problems instead of
creating more. Relax.”

They aren’t trying to solve problems, they are in every meaningful way asking us to send money and wait for collapse and doing nothing to

actually solve problems.

They are diabolizing and lying about people who are trying to solve the problems. They are not problem solvers, not even remotely.

I was banned from their site for trying to address why this is so,

and for pointing out that VTV was attacking people not moderating and thus breaking the rules.

TVP/TZM has nothing at all for real problem solving process.

I on the other hand have easily ten times more answers than they do and actual problem solving process and transition plan that could work.

 prometheuspan said this on June 16, 2010 at 10:30 pm | Reply

23. “Man, you all sure do seem to hang on Peter Joseph and his movie a lot to think he is sorry as you try to make him out to be. Do
you fear him? Are you jealous?”

No, why would i fear him? Jelous? You mean because hes got a cult of personality and i don’t? no.

“Why do you seem to hang on him like a 9 year old with a crush?”

his cult is dangerous and counter productive and is an obstacle to my real work of saving the humans.

“What he says connot be disproven about religion.”

Actually, as an atheist and a person whos bothered to study world religions, while the gist of the idea is right, that actual details he used to pull it
together are all pathetically wrong,
And that can be easily proven by real religious scholars.

“That’s why christians try to bash him so much. Maybe christians just need to go ahead and admit the fact that their religion is just
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baloney.”

Thats a fine idea, but PJs version of atheism is just an anti christian denomination, and its just as much baloney as christianity is.

 prometheuspan said this on June 16, 2010 at 10:36 pm | Reply

24. “I have heard of bell curves and hockey sticks, but it does not mean were all going to die tomorrow or next week, or in 2012.”

I’d target 2020 to start seeing millions of people dead…

2050 for billions.

2075 for mad max and “the road” and “book of eli” etc.

“You do realise that species have been surviving through weather changes for aeons ?”

Yes, but we haven’t had supersonic winds on this planet since at least the early formation of the atmosphere.

And getting meters of rain per evening on the coasts isn’t weather as we think of it either.

“Humanity as it is has been around for about 100,000 years or so at least when it formulated some form of higher reasoning.”

yes. Long enough to see some serious climate shifting.

“Two words for you, ice ages…we survived them because we are resourceful.”

The entire ecosystem didn’t collapse.

“I personally dont think that the species is completely buggered and will survive in small resourceful pockets if such things were

thrown at us by nature.”

At least into say 2100, but then you have to worry about how things evolve, the plagues that we will breed, the new insect problem, …

“But an economic collapse is simply just another problem of sociological issues we will have to overcome should it arise.”

It would be well actually for the economy to collapse fewer people would die then ecological collapse.
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” I dont consider it to be on the cards with economic resistance and management in place from the people who run things and

want to keep the system in continuation.”

hmmm…

“And anyway if Earth decides to shake us off and wipe us out, would it be such a bad thing for the planet ?”

Over all, no, from a truly macro perspective giving Earth another chance to evolve better life forms isn’t actually that bad of a deal.

“Earth would still turn and it would heal pretty damn quick without us on it.”

About ten thousand years and she will re-sequester the carbon in ice, then it will return back to about like we have now.

 prometheuspan said this on June 16, 2010 at 11:55 pm | Reply

And 10,000 years is the blink of an eye in geological standards.

I am still dubious as to the conditions that will arise due to global warming, but time will tell.

While I do agree with your point that an economic collapse is far kinder than a total environmental collapse.

But still I prefer to reserve judgement and stay clear of doomsday prophecising out of sensibility and not really knowing the future even
from data collecting and EDWin type simulated runs.

Anyway we are really off track here ! :D

 anticultist said this on June 17, 2010 at 12:04 am | Reply

25. “TVP/TZM has nothing at all for real problem solving process.

I on the other hand have easily ten times more answers than they do and actual problem solving process and transition plan that could
work.”——————–

Are you accepting monetary donations?
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 Jason W. said this on June 17, 2010 at 12:33 am | Reply

26. “People in the future will look back at the Zeitgeist Movement now and gawk how primitive and immature it was.”

- Former Moderator

 BranManFloMore said this on June 17, 2010 at 12:42 am | Reply

27. If these things are way off about religion, can you point me to something that is more truthful? I am understanding more where you are coming
from after reading a lot of these posts. I would like to see some other worthwhile material to view though.

 Jason W. said this on June 17, 2010 at 12:43 am | Reply

Hi Jason have you read the conspiracy science blog about the zeitgeist movies ?

Its quite lengthy but addresses some of the finer points they bring up.

http://conspiracyscience.com/articles/zeitgeist/

you can check each section on the left

 anticultist said this on June 17, 2010 at 1:00 am | Reply

28. “Are you accepting monetary donations?”

Not yet. But I am certainly willing to start..lol

“If these things are way off about religion, can you point me to something that is more truthful? “

Sure. Yeshua ben yeoseph was mixed with dionYSIUS, not Horus, and not PJs list of gods. YSIUS became JSIUS became “Jesus”.

The myths ended up with bits from solar deities and the myths are accidentally solar for carrying things over, but nobody thought of
“Jesus” as a solar deity- they were well away from that.
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Two examples. PJs presentation was right in the general gist of it and off by a wide margin for actual details.

The question of a historical “Jesus” is long settled. There never was one. There was absolutely a historical Yeshua on whom the myths are

based.
Which on the other hand means that there was a historical person.

Its just that the NAME we use is nothing but a discombobulated roman myth.

We could go on and on, but it makes little difference.

And thats a conversation if its to be had at all for another time and place. Preferably RBEFs new religions section.

I am understanding more where you are coming from after reading a lot of these posts. I would like to see some other worthwhile material to

view though.

 prometheuspan said this on June 17, 2010 at 4:13 am | Reply

29. Peter never cited 1974 as the date of origin for the previously mentioned quote by Albert Einstein, Albert Einstein was not alive during the 70′s,
originally 1954. Curious how people will make facts appear real and than argue as if they have some basis on reality.

 Ben said this on August 3, 2010 at 6:08 pm | Reply

You are lying, we have screengrabs of Peter having that as his date, and yeah we were the ones pointing out Albert was dead and his
quote was wrong if you look above retard.

 anticultist said this on August 3, 2010 at 9:20 pm | Reply

30. [...] Peter Joseph Merola misquoting as usual [...]

Zeitgeist Blogs: Zeitgeist is a Mind Heist « Zeitgeist Movement Exposed said this on November 10, 2010 at 9:11 pm | Reply

31. [...] Peter Joseph Merola misquoting as usual [...]

Zeitgeist Blogs: Zeitgeist is a Mind Heist « Zeitgeist Movement Exposed said this on November 10, 2010 at 9:12 pm | Reply
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32. [...] For further reading on “Zeitgeist” and the Albert Pike quote:  http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/05/07/peter-merola-misquoting-as-

usual/ [...]

Zeitgeist Motto: Albert Pike « Zeitgeist Movement Exposed said this on January 19, 2011 at 5:48 am | Reply

33. [...] This is a valid quote as well, so far, no screw ups like previously. [...]

 Zeitgeist: Moving Forward [Review] « The Zeitgeist Movement Examined said this on January 24, 2011 at 10:34 am | Reply
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